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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a general approach to audio segment re-
trieval using synthesized HMMs. The approach allows a user to
query audio data of any length by one or more example audio seg-
ments and find similar segments. The basic idea of our approach is
to first train a theme HMM using the given examples and a gen-
eral background HMM using all the audio data, and then com-
bine these individual HMMs to form a synthesized “Background-
Theme-Background” HMM. This synthesized HMM can then be
applied to any audio stream as a parser to detect the most likely
theme segment. A major advantage of this approach is that it does
not assume any predefined segment boundaries as in previous work,
thus can be expected to retrieve theme segments with more accurate
boundaries. Preliminary experiments with music detection have
shown promising results.

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a large increase in the amount of digital multimedia
data over the past decade, specifically in the case of digital audio
data. To make effective use of any audio data, we must be able to
classify and retrieve audio information in terms of the audio con-
tent. Indeed, the problem of audio retrieval has attracted much at-
tention recently [1].

A very interesting retrieval function is query by example, i.e., a user
specifies a sample audio segment and the system would find similar
segments from audio data. While there are other ways of querying
audio data (e.g., by audio features or words), query by example is
most convenient for a user and is often also a relatively accurate
way of specifying the information need. For example if we have a
video about the different rocket launches in the last century. The
audio theme corresponding to a rocket launch is an explosion. The
user may be interested in retrieving only those segments of audio
which correspond to an explosion.

To address the retrieval problem in a general way, we do not make
any assumption about the length of any interesting audio segment.

This is quite different from some other works (e.g.,[2, 3]) that as-
sume partitioned audio segments, and perform audio classification
of these segments to match and retrieve the relevant segment. In-
deed we also face the challenge of identifying the boundaries of
a segment, in addition to matching a candidate segment with the
query segment.

In this paper, we present a general audio segment retrieval method
based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) that can simultaneously
identify and match an audio segment with the query. We call the
interesting audio segment that needs to be matched with the query
as Theme audio segment. Our idea is based on the observation that
a theme audio segment is often preceded and followed by sound
track of a different audio category, and thus the problem of find-
ing a theme audio segment boils down to identifying and detect-
ing the pattern of a theme audio segment that is temporally “sand-
wiched” between any other kind of audio patterns, which we re-
fer to as “general background audio.” The audio information is
modeled as a continuous Hidden Markov Model, representing the
observation density as a Gaussian probability density function [4].
We design HMMs that can model such a simple “sandwich-like”
structure in audio data . More specifically, given any query seg-
ment(s), we would first create a “theme HMM” that would cap-
ture the patterns of an interesting audio segment. We then train
another “background HMM” to model the general patterns of all
other non-interesting audio information. Finally, we construct a
single synthesized HMM by putting the theme HMM in between
two background HMMs to reflect the sequential “sandwich” struc-
ture. To retrieve interesting segments from any audio stream, we
would fit such a concatenated HMM to the audio stream data and
use the Viterbi algorithm to identify which part of the audio data
corresponds to the theme HMM. This procedure is repeated in an
iterative manner until N best segments have been retrieved. This
provides an automatic and general way to simultaneously set the
boundary for a segment and match the segment with the query seg-
ment.

There is some previous work on audio retrieval. For example,
Liu and Huang perform a segmentation and unsupervised search
by presenting an audio query example, uses a Gaussian mixture
model(GMM) probability density function based metric as a sim-
ilarity measure [5]. In [6, 7], HMMs are used to retrieve musical
performances by using a short music piece as a query. Our work
differs from the previous work in that we assume no predefined
segment boundaries and use HMMs to perform audio segmentation
and matching simultaneously.



Some preliminary evaluation of our method using the NIST Spe-
cial Database 26 has shown promising results and suggests some
interesting future research directions.

In the rest of the paper, we first propose a general approach to au-
dio segment retrieval using a synthesized HMM, and then present
some preliminary evaluation results of using the proposed method
for music detection.

2. A SYNTHESIZED HMM APPROACH TO
AUDIO SEGMENT RETRIEVAL

Given one or more examples of some theme clips, our task is to find
similar audio segments in a stream of audio data. We thus need to
accomplish two different, but related tasks: (1) Identify boundaries
of any reasonable candidate segment; (2) Match a candidate seg-
ment with the query segment(s). Note that the two tasks interact
with each other – the location of the optimal boundary of a theme
segment is affected by how well the “proposed” segment would
match the audio query; similarly whether a segment matches the
query well highly depends on where you set the boundary for the
segment. It is thus desirable to accomplish both tasks at the same
time with a single mechanism. The synthesized HMM approach to
be described below achieves this goal through modeling the whole
stream of audio data with a compound HMM formed based on three
individually trained HMMs. An HMM is essentially a probabilistic
finite state automaton with output [4]. As a probabilistic model, it
is especially suitable for modeling sequential data such as audio.

The main idea of the synthesized HMM approach is as follows.

1. We train a theme HMM based on the query example audio
clips provided by a user. This HMM captures specific pat-
terns associated with the theme that the user is interested
(e.g., explosion).

2. We train a background HMM using a large amount of ran-
domly selected audio data (e.g., all the data available to us).
The background HMM thus reflects the general character-
istics of any audio data. Since the training data used for
training the background HMM are dominated by the non-
interesting audio segments, the background HMM is a good
approximation of a model for “non-interesting” segments.

3. We form a synthesized HMM by putting the theme HMM in
between two background HMMs, resulting in an HMM with
a left-to-right global structure like “background + theme +
background”. The HMM thus has two kinds of states – theme
states and background states.

4. We apply the synthesized HMM to parse each audio docu-
ment. Specifically, we use the Viterbi algorithm to find out
the most likely underlying state transition sequence given the
observed audio data. The part of the audio data that corre-
sponds to all the theme states (as opposed to the background
states) is regarded as the most likely interesting theme seg-
ment in the given audio data.

5. Once we detect the most likely theme segment from an audio
document, we are left with potentially two residue subdocu-
ments. The same synthesized HMM can be further applied
to each to retrieve more theme segments if any.

We now describe some of these ideas in more detail.

2.1 Joining two HMMs
Since the synthesized HMM is formed by concatenating two back-
ground HMMs with a theme HMM, we first discuss how we can
join any two HMMs in general.

The three major components in describing our HMM are: (1) A
set of states, including a start and an end state; (2) A state-to-state
transition matrix that gives the probability of going from one state
to another; and (3)Output observation probability density function
for each state, In case of continuous signals the observable process
is modeled using a continuous observation density, which is defined
for each state. It specifies how the observed data is generated by
each state.

In our model, neither the start state nor the end start generates any
output, so they are non-emitting states. The observation density for
the audio data is a Gaussian probability density function [4].

Suppose H1 and H2 are two HMMs with states S1 = {s0, ..., sM}
and S2 = {sM+1, ..., sN}, respectively. s0 and sM are the start
state and end state of H1, and sM+1 and sN are the start state and
end state of H2. A joined HMM H1−2 is simply the HMM formed
by “forcing” an extra transition (with probability one) from the end
state of H1 to the start state of H2. After eliminating the non-
emitting states, the joined HMM can be defined more precisely as
follows:

• Its state set S is the union of the states of H1 and H2, ex-
cluding the end state of H1 and the start state of H2. That is,
S = S1 ∪ S2 − {sM , sM+1}. The total number of states is
N − 2.

• Its observation density functions are the union of the obser-
vation density functions of H1 and H2. That is, we keep all
the observation density functions. The observation density
function of a continuous observation sequence O from state
si, bi(O) can be written as

bi(O) =

�
b1
i (O) if 1 ≤ i ≤M − 1

b2
i (O) if M + 1 ≤ i < N

where the superscripts 1 and 2 indicate the observation den-
sity function of H1 and H2 respectively.

• Its transition matrix A is constructed by (1) keeping all the
transitions in H1 except those going into the end state; (2)
keeping all the transitions in H2 except those going out from
the start state; (2) adding a new transition from si to sj where
si is any state in H1 that goes to the end state and sj is
any state in H2 to which there is a transition from the start
state. Formally, the probability of a transition from si to sj

in H1−2 (ai,j) is defined as

ai,j = ������
�

������

a1
i,j if 0 ≤ i, j ≤M − 1

a2
i,j if M + 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N

a1
i,Ma2

M+1,j if 0 ≤ i ≤M − 1,
but M + 1 ≤ j ≤ N

0 otherwise

Note that we use a1
i,j and a2

i,j to indicate the transition prob-
ability given by the original H1 and H2, respectively.

An example of joining two HMMs is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: An example of joined HMM. Shaded states are start
or end states.

2.2 Detecting and ranking theme segments
To detect a theme segment in any audio stream, we use a synthe-
sized HMM that is formed by joining a background HMM with a
theme HMM and then with another background HMM as shown
in Figure 2. Treating the given audio data as the output from such
a synthesized HMM, we can use the Viterbi algorithm to find the
most likely transition state path given the observed audio data. The
part of the audio data corresponding to the states of the theme
HMM is then regarded as the detected theme segment. Note that the
two background HMMs are functionally identical, but their states
are distinct (essentially “re-labeled”) in the synthesized HMM. As
a result, the left background HMM would generate any audio data
before the theme segment while the right one would generate any
audio data after the theme segment.

Background
HMM

Background

HMM

Theme
HMM

Figure 2: Synthesized HMM with the theme HMM “sand-
wiched” between two background HMMs.

Our synthesized HMM is designed to detect one single most likely
theme segment, but we can apply the HMM repeatedly to any re-
maining part in the audio data to detect more theme segments, as
shown in Figure 3. Specifically, once we detect one theme seg-
ment, it separates the audio document to two “residue documents.”
We then use the same HMM to detect a theme segment from each
residue document. As shown in the Figure 3, the bar in the mid-
dle indicates the first theme segment detected from the output of
the Viterbi decoding. We then apply Viterbi decoding again to
the two neighboring audio segments of the first theme segment,
to its left and right respectively. This returns two candidate theme
detections as indicated by the two bars on the sides. Naturally,
these two new theme segments should be ranked below the first
one that we have detected. But we still need to decide which one
of the two new segments is relatively more significant. For this
purpose, we use the following likelihood ratio to measure the “sig-
nificance” of a detected segment. Suppose O represents the au-
dio data from which we have detected a theme segment, we com-

pute the ratio of the likelihood of the data given by the synthesized
HMM (i.e.,HMMB−T−B) to that of the data given by just the
background HMM (i.e., HMMB), and use this ratio to rank the
theme segments.

ratio =
p(O/HMMB−T−B)

p(O/HMMB)
(1)

Intuitively, since HMMB−T−B differs from HMMB mainly by
the presence of the theme HMM, this likelihood ratio indicates how
much better the theme HMM can help fit the data. The more helpful
is the theme HMM, the more likely that the data would contain a
true theme segment, thus the segment detected from the data should
be ranked higher.

In general the selection of N best segments is done as shown in
Figure 4

3. MUSIC DETECTION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present some preliminary evaluation results of
using the proposed synthesized HMM for music detection. We use
the NIST Special Database 26 1, which has about 3 GB of video
data, for training and testing purpose. The audio data of three files
in the database is annotated for music data. This music data is used
for training purpose.

3.1 Background HMM construction
We use the mediaconvert audio decoder software on SGI worksta-
tion to extract the sound track of all the training files to differ-
ent audio files, and using the HTK toolkit[8] we represent these
audio files using Mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients+energy co-
efficient(Mfcc+E) vectors as features. Using the HTK toolkit we
model this Observation sequence of (Mfcc+E) vectors as a 5 state
continuous observation density Hidden Markov model. This HMM
is Left to right as shown in Figure 5, though the figure does not
show all the transition arcs in the left to right directions, all the
transitions in the left to right direction are possible. Each state ob-
servation density bj(O) is modeled as a Gaussian probability den-
sity function.

bj(O) = N (O, µj,Uj), 1 ≤ j ≤ N.

µj, Uj are the mean vector and the Covariance matrix for state j.
The first state and the last state are non-emitting.

3.2 Theme(Music) HMM construction
In the case of music segment detection the “theme” is music, hence
we construct a music HMM. From the audio files, we manually
extract only those segments that correspond to music and repre-
sent using (Mfcc+E) vectors. Using the HTK toolkit we model
this observation sequence of (Mfcc+E) vectors as a 4 state con-
tinuous observation density Hidden Markov model. Similar to the
Background HMM , each state observation density is modeled as a
Gaussian probability density function. This HMM is Left to right
as shown in Figure 5, though the figure does not show all the tran-
sition arcs in the left to right directions, all the transitions in the left
to right direction are possible.

3.3 Synthesized HMM
Using the approaches described in Section 2, we can first com-
bine the background HMM and the theme (music) HMM, and then

1See http://www.nist.gov/srd/nistsd26.htm for more information.
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Figure 3: ratio1 and ratio2 are evaluated over the duration of the candidate audio segments before and after the first theme segment
detected.

•j ← 1, i← 1
•While j ≤ N

Compute the likelihood ratio for the candidate segment on the left of audioj−1 → ratioi

segi ← [starti endi]
i← i + 1
Compute the likelihood ratio for the candidate segment on the right of audioj−1 → ratioi

segi ← [starti endi]
i← i + 1
audioj ← segargmax{ratio1,ratio2,...,ratioi}

ratioargmax{ratio1,ratio2,...,ratioi} ← 0
j ← j + 1

end

Figure 4: Audio Segment Ranking Algorithm. audioj is the jth best audio segment detected among the N best, i is the index of each
candidate segment segi, starti and endi denote the start and end of segi.

combine the background+music HMM with the background HMM
to obtain a synthesized “background+music+background” HMM
shown in Figure 5.

3.4 Music segment retrieval
With this synthesized HMM, retrieving a music segment is essen-
tially matching the “background+music+background” pattern in the
audio data. Specifically, we do the Viterbi decoding of the au-
dio observation sequence O to find the most likely state transition
path, given the background+music+background HMM parameters.
Since the HMM is left to right, the state transition path would in
general consist of a sequence of background HMM states followed
by a sequence of music HMM states and then by another sequence
of background HMM states. The portion of the audio data corre-
sponding to the music HMM states is the recognized music seg-
ment. We apply the algorithm described in Figure 3, to iteratively
detect the top 4 most likely music segments for each audio docu-
ment.

3.5 Results
For testing purpose, we use 4 audio files in the database which were
not used for training the music HMM. The files in the database have
short music segments with most of them of duration less than 10s
interspersed in the sound track. Hence we decide to evaluate the
performance of our scheme by retrieving the top N music segments
from each file. Considering the duration of the test documents we
decide that N=4 is an appropriate value, which means that we test
the effectiveness of our scheme for the top 4 music detections. For
each retrieved music segment, we manually verify whether it is in-
deed a music segment.

The results on all the four files are shown in Table 1. A “hit”

means that the detected segment is music, while a “miss” means
that the detected segment is not music. We see that in many cases,
the retrieved music segments are indeed music segments. We also
see that there are some mistakes. In the case of the first audio doc-
ument the second music segment detected was not music, though
as indicated by the ground truth there were actually 4 significant
music segments present. In the case of the fourth audio document,
the first music segment is hit while the other music segments are
missed. But, the Ground Truth indicates that there is only one sig-
nificant music segment present, which has been successfully de-
tected.

Figure 6 shows the same results by plotting the precision for differ-
ent number of music segments detected, which is defined as

precision =

Number of correctly detected Musicsegments

Total number of detected music segments

The number of music segments detected is an indicator of recall.

We see that the precision of the top retrieved segments from all
the files is 100%, which means all the top retrieved segments are
true music segments. As we retrieve more segments, the precision
drops. For example, among the top 4 retrieved segments, the pre-
cision drops to about 0.56. Note that the drop of precision may be
due to the lack of additional music segments in a file as in the fourth
audio document. This also illustrates a weakness of our method –
we can only rank the segments, and the user must decide when to
stop retrieving more segments. It would be interesting to explore
how we can automatically judge whether there is any additional
music segment in any remaining portion of an audio file. This is
one of our future research directions.

Note that we cannot generalize these results in any way, since they
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Figure 5: The background+music+background HMM is synthesized by combining by combining the non-emitting states of the
background and music HMM’s as shown by the circles.

Table 1: Detection results for the top 4 music segments
Audio Music1 Music2 Music3 Music4 Ground Truth

1 hit miss hit hit 4 significant music segments in this doc
2 hit hit hit miss 4 significant music segments in this doc
3 hit hit miss miss 3 significant music segments in this doc
4 hit miss miss miss 1 significant music segment in this doc

are based on an extremely small scale of experiments. However,
these preliminary results are quite encouraging, and they do provide
some evidence that the proposed method is promising.
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Figure 6: A plot of precision for different number of music seg-
ments detected.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a general approach to audio segment
retrieval using synthesized HMMs. The approach allows a user
to query an arbitrary audio stream by one or more example audio
segments. A major advantage of this approach over other exist-
ing approaches is that it does not assume any predefined segment
boundaries, thus can be expected to retrieve theme segments with
more accurate boundaries.

Preliminary experiments with using the proposed approach for mu-
sic detection show some quite interesting results. In particular, the
first music segment detected in each audio file is correct in all cases.
The subsequent detections do not have the same quality as the first
detection, but are still reasonably accurate when there exist more
music pieces in the remaining audio file. This indicates that the
proposed approach is effective in retrieving music segments with
flexible boundaries. Even though our experiments involve a very
small data set and we have only tried one theme which is music

detection, the results are quite encouraging.

There are many interesting future research directions. The most
important one is to evaluate the method with more experiments at
a larger scale and with more varieties of themes. In addition to
the extraction accuracy, we should also evaluate the accuracy in
detecting the segment boundaries. Another interesting direction
is to study how to automatically stop the iterative detection pro-
cess when there seems to be no additional theme segment in the
remaining audio data. One possibility is to apply machine learning
techniques (e.g., logistic regression) to train a decision boundary
using known theme segments. We believe that, in addition to the
likelihood ratio, the length of the detected theme segment may be
also a good feature for this purpose and for ranking in general. Fi-
nally, although in our experiments the theme HMM trained with
annotated music data out of only three audio files appears to be
quite effective, in general, effective training of an HMM would re-
quire a fair amount of training data, thus a direct application of
the proposed method to one single example segment is unlikely to
work very well. It would be very interesting to further study how
to effectively retrieve theme segments using only one or very few
example segments. In such a case, techniques from information
retrieval, such as pseudo feedback and query expansion, might be
useful. Another possibility is to “pre-train” a number of generic
HMMs
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